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24Lh CoNGREss,
2d Session.

Ho. oF REPs.

[ Doc. No. 189. ]

-----1

APPROPRIATIONS-NEW OFFICES, &c.

REPORT
OF THE

CLERK OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES,

In. complia.we with the " Act to authorize the appointment of additional
p"ymasters, and for other purposes," pas$ed July 4, 1836. .

OFFICE

MARCH

13, 1837.

OF

Ho. oF

THE

REPS.

oF

THE U. S.
March 13, 1837.

In obedience to the 6th section of the "Act to authorize the appointment of addition:4l paymasters, and for other purposes," passed July 4, 18~6,
which requires " the Secretary of the Senate and Clerk of the House of
Representatives, as soon as may be after the close of eac11 session of Oongress, to publish a statement of all appropriations made during the session ;
and, also, a statement of the new offices created, and the salaries of each ;
and, also, a statement of the offices, the salaries of which are increased,
and the amount of such increase," the Clerk of the House of Representatives submits the accompanying statements.
WALTERS. FRANKLIN,
Clerk Ho. of Reps.
Blair & Rives, printers.

\- '

I

24th

CoNGilEss,

2d Session.
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Ho. OF REPs.

APPROPRIATIONS AND OFFICES CREATED IN 1837.

STATEMENTS
OF

Appropriations made, new ojjices crectted, with the salaries of ~ach; ([/fices
tlte salat·ies of which are increased, with the amount of such inc1·ease,
during the 2d session of the 24th Congress of the United States of
America.
MARCH

13, 1837.

Prepared by the Clerk of the House of Representatives, in obedience to the sixth section of
the act of July 2, 1836, entitled "An act to authorize the appointment of additional paymasters, and for other purposes."

Statement of app1·opriations made during the 2d session of the 24th
Congress of the United States of America, specifying the amount and
object of each;
H. R. 776 .
.Por the civil and diplomatic expenses of Govennnentfor the year 1837.
For pay and mileage of the members of Congress and
Delegates For pay of the oflicers and clerks of the Senate and
• House of Representatives For stationery, fuel, printing, and all other contingent
expenses ef the Senate
For stationery, fuel, printing, and all other contingent
expenses of the House of Representatives For compensation to the President and Vice President
of the United States, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of 1Var, the
Secretary of the Navy, and the Postmas~er General
For salary of the secretary to sign patents for public
lands, per act of Murch second, eighteen hundred and
thirty-three For clerks and messengers in the office of the Secretary of State Por the contingent expenses of the Department of State,
including publishing and distributing the la,vs
For compiling and printing the Biennial Register
For the superintendent and watchman of the northeast
executive building For contingent expenses of said huilding, including fuel,
labor, oil, and repairs
For compensation to the clerks and messenge1·s in the
office of the Secretary of the T~·eas1uy

$348,040
33,700
49,550
150,000

60,000
1,500
20,300
25,000
1,800
1,500
2,500
. 16,450
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1-<-.or compensation to the clerks in said office, per act of
twenty-third June, eighteen hundred and thirty-six For compensation of the first Comptrollm· of the Treasury
For compensation to the clerks and messengers in the
office of the First Comptroller
For compensation to the Second Comptroller For compensation to the clerks and messenger in the
office of the Second Comptroller, including two clerkships transferred from the office of the Fourth Au~
ditor
For compensation to the First Auditor of the Treasury
For compensation to the clerks and messenger in the
office of th~ First Auditor For compensation to the Second Auditer of the TrensuryFor compensation to the clerks and messenger in the
office of the Second Auditor
For compensation to the Third Auditor
For compensation to the clerks and messengers in the
Qffice of the 'rhird Auditor For compensation to the Fourth Auditor
I•,.or compensation to the clerks ancl. messenger in the
office of the Fourth Auditor
For compensation to the Fifth Auditor
For compensation to the clerks and messenger in the
office of the Fifth Auditor For compensation to the Treasurer of the United States
Fot· compensation to the clerks and messenger in the
office of the 'rrcasnwr of the United States, inc1uding a deficiency of appropriation of two hundred and
sixty-four dollars and sixty-four cents, for the'year
eighteen hundred and thirty-six
For compensation to the Hegister of the Tren~ury
For compensation to the clerks and messengers in the
office of the Register of the Treasury
For compensation of the Commissioner of the General
I Jand Officl·, pr.r act of fourth July, eighteen hundred
and thirtv-six
For compensation of tbc recorder, solicitor, draughtsInan, and nssistant drnnghtsman, clerks, messengers,
and packers, in the office of the Commissioner of the
General Lund' Office
For compensation to Chnrles Gordon, for services rendered nnder resolution of the S<"nnte in 1836
For deficiency to be appropriated on account of salaries
for the year eighteen hundred and thirty-six, to the
Commissioner and other officers in the General Land
Offiee
For C0!11pensation to the S :1licitor of the Treasury
}-,or compensation to the clerks and messenger in the
ofiice of the Solicitor of the Treasury
-

3,50()
19,300
3,000
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For expenses of stationery, printinO', and all other contingent expenses of the ,-rronsury Department, viz:
For office of the Secretary of the 'rreasury, including
copying, and expenses incnrred in consequence of
the burning of the 1..,rcasnry building
For translating foreign languages, and for rccmvmg
and transmitting passports and sea-letteJ s, in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury
For stating and printing public accounts
For office of the First Comptroller
For office of the Second Comptroller
For office of the First Auditor For office of the Second Auditor
For office of the Third Auditor
For office of the Fourth Auditor
For office of the Fifth A nditor
For office of the Treasurer of the United States
For the office of the Register of the Treasury For the office of the Solicitor of the Treasury For the office of the Commission~r of the General
Land Office, for one hundred and fifty thonsand
pieces of parchment for patents; printing the same;
and, also, the cost of books for patent records
For tract books, other hooks, and stationery, furniture,
expense of advertising land sales, and other contingent expenses, inelnding ofii.ce rent for an <:dditioual
building
For compensation of superintendent and two \Yatchmen for the additional building for the use of the
General Land Office
For salary of the Secretary to the Commissioners of the
Sinking Fnnd, from ei~hth Fehruary to eleventh April,
eighteen hundred and thirty-si~·
For compensation of the superintendent and watchman
of the southeast executive building For contingent expenses of the building occupied by
the Treasury, including fnel, oil, labor, repairs, furniture, and for rent, amounting to four thousand fonr
hundred and fifty dollars per annum
For compensation to the clerks and messengers in the
office of the Secn~tary at 'Var, including sixty-five
dollars seventy-one c~nt~, arrearage dne Samuel I.
Potts, for clerk hire and for messenger in the Bounty
Land Bureau
For contingent expenses of the office of the Secretary
at \Var
For books, maps, and plnns, for the vVar Department Por ?ompensation of extra clerks,. when employed in
srud office For compensation of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
F'or compensation of the clerks and messenger in the
office of the ,Commissioner of Indian Affairs

5

300
1,4.00
2,000
1,500

800
1,000
1,300
l,GOO
1,000
1,300
3,(100
l,OUO

2~~,250

10,000
1,050
43 95
2,100

12,000

13,115 71
3,000
1,000

2,500
?,000

16,400
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For contingent expenses of said office For compen5ation of the Commissioner of Pensions
For compensation of clerks transferred from the office of
the Secretary of War to the office of the Commissioner
of Pensions For compensation to clerks and messengers for the office of the Commissioner of Pensions, authorized by
act of ninth May, eighteen hundred and thirty-six
For compensation to clerks and messenger in the office
of the Paymaster General
For contingent expenses of said office
For compensation of clerk and messenger in the office
of the Commanding General
For contingent expenses of said office For compensation to clerks and messenger in the office
of the Adjutant General
For contingent expenses of said office For compensation of clerks and messenger in the office
of the Quartermaster General
'_
For contingent expenses of said office For compensation of clerks and messenger in the office
of the Commissary General of Purchases
For contingent expenses of said office For compensation of clerks and messenger in the office
of the Commissary General of Subsistence For contingent expenses of said office
For compensation of clerks and messenger in the office
of the Chief Engineer
For contingent expenses of said office
For compensation to clerk and messenger in the office
of the Surgeon General
For contingent expenses of said office
For compensation of clerks and messenger in the Ordnance Office
For contingent expenses of snid office
For compensation of the clerks and messenger in the
Topographical Bureau
·For contingent expenses of said bureau
For compensation of the messenger in the ClotLug Burettn, per act of July fourth, eighteen hundred and
:
thirty-six
For salary of the messenger in the office of the Inspector
General
For compensation of superintendent and watchmen of
the northwest executive building
For contingent expenses of ,said building, including
rent, fnel, furniture, labor, and repairs
For compensation of the clerks and messenger~ in the
office of the Secretary of tbe Navy
For contingent expenses of. aid office For cornpensation of the Commissioners of the Navy
Board
For compensation of the Secretary of the Navy Board .

$2,00()
2,500
4,800
13,450
4,600.
300
1,500
301}
7,650
1,600
7,300
600
4,200
80~

4,300
2,600
5,650
1,000
1,65(1
55(}
I

8,650
80(}
2,500
1,235
500
500

2,25(}
3,183
12,850
3,008
10,500
2_,000
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For compensation to the clerks and messenger of the
Navy Board
•
•
•
•
•
For contingent expenses of said office •
For salary of superintendent and watchman of the
southwest executive building
For contingent expenses of said building
For compensation to three Assistant Postmaster Generals, per act third July, eighteen hundred and thirtysix For compensation to clerks and messengers in the
General Post Office
•
•
For contingent expenses of said office, including expense of new offices and fuel for the Auditor's Office •
For repairs, books, and stationery, already incurred,
over and above the appropriations of former years,
in consequence of the re-organization of the Post Office Department
For compensation of two watchmen
For campensation to extra clerks, prior to third July,
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, when the act re-organizing the department went into operation
•
For compensation to the Auditor of the Post Office
For com~ensation to clerks and messengers in said
office
For contingent expenses of said office, including books,
stationery, priating, and expenses incidental to new
offices
For compensation of the Surveyor General northwest of
the Ohio
For compensation to clerks in his office, per acts of ninth
lVIay, E:>ighteen hundred and thirty-six
For compensation to the Surveyor General for Illinois
and Missouri ·
For compensation to clerks in the office of said Surveyor General, per acts of ninth May, eighteen hun:,~· dred and thirty-six •
For compensation to the Surveyor General of Arkansas
For compensation of clerks in the office of said Surveyor
General
For office rent and fuel in said office
For compensation of the Surveyor General of Louisiana
For con1pensation to clerks in the office of said Sqrveyor General, per acts of ninth May, eighteen hundred and thirty-six For compensation of the Surveyor General of Mississippi
For compensation of clerks in the office of said Surveyor General, per acts of ninth ~lay, eighteen hundred and thirty-six For compensation of the Surveyor General for Alabama
For compensation of clerks in the office of said Surveyor
General, per acts of ninth :Niay, ejghteen hundred and
thirty-six
•
.
•
-

'7
$8,450
1,800
1,250
3,350
7,50()
48,660

10,00(}'

6,700
600
22,419 81
3,000
55,500

8,200
2,000
6,300
2,000
3,820
2,090
3,000
300
2,000
2,500
2,000
5,000
2,00(}
2,000'
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For iompensation of the Surveyor General of Florida For compensation of clerks in the office of said Surveyor
General
For expfilnses of completing the copies of confirmations
and orders of survey, and procuring from the offices
of the registers copies of plats aud sketches necessary
to a correct location of private «laims, explained in the
report from the General Land Office
For compensation to Commissioner of Public BuiMings
in Washington
For compensation to three assistants to commissioner,
as superintendent at Potomac bridge
For repairs of said bridge, wood for the draw-keepers,
and oil for lamps
For compensation to the officers and clerks of the mint
For compensation to the assistants and laborers in the
various departments of the mint
For wastage of gold and silver, and contingent expenses
of the mint, including improvements in machinery For expenses incident to the introduction of new ma:chinery and apparatus
For compensation of the Governors, Judges, and Secretary of Wisconsin Territory
For contingent expenses and compensation of the members of the Legislative Assembly of said Territory,
and printing the laws,
For compensation of the Governor, Judges, and Secretary of the Territory of Florida
For contingent expenses, pay, and mileage of the members of the Legislative Council of said Territory, stationery, fuel, al'l.d printing, pay of the officers of the
Council, and copying laws For compensation to the Chief Justice, the Associate
Judges, and District Judges of the United States
For compensation of the Chief Justice and Associate
Judges of the District of Columbia, and of the Judges
of the Orphans' Courts of said District
For compensation to the Attorney General of the United
States
For compensation of clerk and messenger in the office
of the Attorney General
'
For contingent expenses of said office For compensation to the reporter of the decisions of the
Supreme Court
For compeniation to the Distric_t Attorneys and Marshals, as granted by Jaw, including those in the several Territories
For defraying the expenses of the Supreme Court and
the Dis_trict Courts of the United States, including- the
District of Columbia; also, for jurors and witnesses:
in aid of the funds arising from fines, penalties, and
forfeitures incurred in the yenr eighteen hundred and

$2,000
3,000

2,000
2,450

277
19,706
24,000
38,100
20,000
9,1GO
9,750
11,700

10,335
84,900
9,500
4,000
1,300
500
1,000
13,250
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thirty-seven, and pr~ceding years; nnd, likewise, for
defraying the expense~ of suits in which the United
States are concerned, and of prosecutions for offences
committed against the United States, and for the safekeeping of prisoners
For expense of printing the records of the Supreme
Comt
For the payment of pensions granted by special acts of
Congress
For the support and maintenance of light-houses, floating-lights, beacons, buoys, and stakages, including tLe
purchase of lamps, oil, keepers' salaries, repairs, improvemep.ts, atld contingent expenses
For a bell, and fixing the same on the light-house at
Cove point in the Chesapeake bay, being the amount
of ap. appropriation for that purpose, which ·will be
carried to the surplus fund For a light-house at the mouth of Chefuncte river, being
the amount of a former ar1propriation for that object,
which wilt be carried to the sm·plns fnnd
For two small beacon-lights on Cockspnr island, at the
mouth of the Savannah river 1 including fonr thousand dollars already appropriated, which will be carried to the surplus fund
For survey of the coast of the United States, including
arrears of compensation and expAnses of thP. superintendent, estimating his compensation at three thousand dollars per annum, and his expenses at the same
rate from August second 1 eighteen hundred and thirtytwo; and including, also, such additional payment to
the army and navy officers employed upon the survey, for their past servicQs and expenses, as the President may decide to be just and proper
For completing the public warehouse at Baltimore
For the custom-house at Boston
For refunding duties on rail-road iron to the Lexington
and Ohio Railroad Company, imported in eighteen
hundred and thirty-two and eighteen hundred and.
thirty-three, per act of second of July, eighteen hundred and thirty-six For expense in relation to the relief of certain insolvent
debtors of the United States ~For deficiency in the fund for relief of the sick and
disabled seamen, as established by act of third May,
eighteen hundred and two For the compensation to two keepers of the public archives in Florida
.F or the discharge of such miscellaneous claims against
the United States: not otherwise provided for, as shall
be admitted in due course of settlement at the 'rreasury
For an addition to the existing unexpended balances of

9

$33(\000
3,000
1,050

1,200
5,000

7,000

6(),000
50,000
150,000

1,984
3,080
25,000
1,000

12,000

I
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appropriation for surveys of the public lands, to be duly
apportioned to the several aistricts, according to the
exigencies of the public service
For completing the surveys of unfinished portions of
townships, islands, lakes, &c.:
In Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, and vVisconsin, not exceeding five dollars per mile
In Florida, not exceeding five dollars per mile - In Louisiana, not exceeding eight dollars per mile
In Alabama, not exceeding eight dollars per mile, in addition to two thousand five hundred dollars already
appropriated
For salaries of ministers of the United States to Great
Britain, France, Spain, and Russia, and outfits and
salaries of ministers to Prussia and Austria ; and for
the outfit and salary of a diplomatic agent to be sent
to the republic of Texas, whenever the President of
the United States may receive satisfactory evidence
that Texas is an independent power, and shall deem
it expedient to appoint such minister, in addition to
the balance remaining of the appropriation of eighteen
hundred and thirty-six
For an outfit and salary for an envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary to Mexico, whenever, in the
opinion of the Executive, circumstances will permit
a renewal of diplomatic interco.urse honorably with
that power For salaries of the secretaries of legation to Great Britain, France, Spain, Russia, Prussia, 1\iexico, and Austria For salaries of the charges des affaires to Portugal, Denmark, Sweden, Holland, Turkey, Belgium, Brazil,
Chili, Peru, Mexico, Central America, New Grenada,
and Venezuela
For the salary of th~ drogoman, and for contingent expenses of the legatiOn to Turkey
}...,or outfit of a minister to Russia
For outfit of a charg·e d'affaires to Belgium
For contingent expenses of all the missions abroad, in
addition to the balance remaining of a former appropriation
For salaries of the consuls of the United States at London and Paris
For expenses of intercourse with the Barbary Powers For the relief and protection of American seamen in foreign countries
For contingent expenses of foreign intercourse, in addition to the balance remaining of former appropriations
For clerk hire, office rent, stationery, and other expenses,
in the office of the American consul in London, per
act of nineteenth January, eighteen hundred and
thirty-six

$150,000

3,040
6,000
20,000
1,000

72,000

18,00(}
14,000

58,500
6,500
9,000
4,500
30,000
4,000
17,400
30,000
30,000

2,800

.
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For interpreters, guards, and other expenses incidental
to the consulates in the Turkish dominions For salary of the principal and assistant librarians ; compensation of assistant during the two .sessions of the
twenty-fourth Congress ; messenger, and contingent
expenses of the library
For the purchase of books for the library of Congress For furnishing such members of the present House of
Representatives as have not received the same, under
former orders of the House, the Diplomatic Correspondence, American State Papers, Register of Dehates, Elliot's Debates; and the first volume of the
Land Laws Por the purchase of the manuscripts of the late Mr.
Madison
For the service of the General Post Office for the year
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, in conformity to the
act of the second of July, eighteen hundre and thirtysix, viz:
For transportation of the mails, compensation of postmasters,. ship, steamboat, and way-leiters, wrapping
paper, office furniture: advertisiag, mail-bags, blanks,
mail locks and keys, and stamps, mail depredations,
and. special agents, clerks for offices, and miscellaneous expenses
For payment to A. Fuller, and the rent of the building
now occupied as a General Post Office, from the sixteenth December last, and for the year eighteen hundred and thirty- seven
For guarding the site of the old post effice, and preserving the public property
For the expenses of the branch mint at New Orleans,
for the year eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, viz :
For salaries of officers and clerks
For compensation to laborers in the various departments
For completing the mint edifice, and enclosing the lot For furnishing the whole establishment, inclusive of all
apparatus, tools, and fixtures, not included in the contracts
F~r wastage of gold and silver, and for the contingent
expenses of the mint
For expenses of the branch mint at Dahlonega, Grorgia,
for the year eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, viz :
For salaries of officers and clerks
For compensation to laborers For furnishing the estaLlishment with all the apparatu~,
tools, and fixtures, not included in the contracts
For wastage of gold, and for the contingent expenses of
the mint ' For expenses incurred in eighteen hundred and thirtysix, for the edi11ce and machinery, more than the

1~

$5,500

4,~43

5,000

44,490 2S'
3·0,000

4,494;00()

5,00{}
2,000
12,90013,000
96,500
15,500
18,600
6,000
1,500
7,000
5,500.
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amount appropriated in the act of eighteen hundred
and thirty-five
For the expenses of the. branch mint at Charlotte, North
Carolina, for the year eighteen hundred and thirty·
seven, viz:
For salaries of officers and clArks
For compemsation to laborers For furnishing the establishment with all the apparatus,
tools, and fixtures, not included in tlJe contracts
For wastage of gold, and for the contingent expenses of
the mint
For enclosing the grounds, repairing a building on the
lot, and for out-houses
For furniture for the President's house
For the taxes on the arsenal ncar Philadelphia, for the
years eighteen hundred and thirty-five and eighteen
hundred and thirty-six
, For the salaries of th<:> registers and rRceivers of lnnd
offices where there are 110 sales, including one thousand seven hundred and six dollars and thirty-four
cents, carried to the surplus fund
For the construction of the Treasury building, for the
year eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, in addition
to the amount unexpended in eighteen hundred and
thirty-six For the construction of the Patent Office, in addition to
former appropriations
·For surveying unfinished portions of townships, islands,
and lakes, in Arkansas, at tbe rate of six dollars per
mile
.
For compensation to George W atterston, for l1is services iu preparing a statement of the persons imprisoned for debt in this District since one thousand
eight hundred and twenty, under a resolution of the
House of Representatives
For building a light-house at or near Michigan city, being an amount heretofore appropriated for the same
purpose, and carried to the surplus fund
For rebui1ding the lazaretto and wharf near the city of
Baltimore For arrearages for the expenses of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of "\Visconsin, for the year
one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six For expenses of the same, for the year one thousand
eight hundred and thirty-seven
For an outfit and salary of a charge d'affaires to Naples
For alterations and repairs of the capitol, and incidental
expenses
For lighting lamps and superintendence of the public
-,
' grounds around the capitol
'To enable the President to cause the southwestern bound-

$2,000

6,000
1,500
6,000

7,000
20,000
1,450 50

2,500

:257,000
100,000
6,000

600
5,000
30,000
15,730 16
36,765
9,000
3,600
5,164
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ary line 9f the United States to be run, the following
sums, viz:
'
For the salary of a commissioner
For the salary of a surveyor For contingencies, including the purchase of necessary
instruments, wages to attendants, and other expenses
For exploring and surveying the north and east bonndary line of the United States, where the same has not
already been surveyed, and establishing monuments
thereon, agreeably to the definitive treaty of peace of
seventeen hundred and eighty-three, to be expended
under the direction of the President of the United
States
For enlarging the public stable at the capitol, and the
erection of a shed for the protection of the tools, implements, and materials
For compl~t.ing the improvements commenced, by extending the capitol ~quare west
.
For alterations and repairs of the President's house,
and for superintendence of the grounds around the
same
For compensation to the gardener employed in superintending the capitol square and other public ~rounds
For clerk hire, mileage, P!lY of witnesses, serving subr pamas, and other incidental expenses, under the orders
of the select committees of inquiry, appointed by the
House of Representatives, in addition to the contingent fund of said House
For an outfit of a charge d'affaires to New Grenada For balance due the acting Governor of Michigan, according to an account adjusted by the accounting officers
For completing surveys of unfinished portions of town··
ships, islands, lakes, &c., in :Missouri, not exceeding
:five dollars per milP.
For completing the light-house at Oswego, New York,
For payment of arrearages due contractors on the Cumberland road, in Ohio, being the balance of an appropriation carried to the surplus fund on the thirty-first
December, eighteen hundred and thirty-six For compensation to Daniel Graham, lnte Secretary of
State for the State of Tennessee, for his services performed at the request of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, in order to answer a call of the
Honse of Representatives made on the twentieth of
January, eighteen hundred and twenty-nine
For the expense of bringing to the seat of Government
the votes for President and Vice President of the United States, in addition to a former appropriation
For compensation of the Senators and Representatives
elected by Michigan

$2,500
2,000
10,000 .

20,000'
1,200 ·
40,000 •

7,300 ·
1,000

25,000

4,500
720 51"
17,500
715

1,225 41L

250·
2,000''

1,24S:

I

I
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For the payment of a balance due for the expenses or'
the Legislative Council of the Michigan Territory
For fulfilling the contracts made with John Vanderlyn,
Henry Inman, Robert Wier, and John G. Chapman,
by the joint committee of Congress, under the joint
resolution of the twenty-third day of June, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six, for the execution
of four historical paintings for the vacant panels of
the rotundo of the capitol
To enable the President of the United States to contract for two ~roupes of statues, to adorn the two
blockings on the east front of the capitol
To Mr. Anger, for the bust of the late Chief Justice
Ellaworth
•
•
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to employ
for one year a competent person to classify and arrange, translate when necessary, and make suitable
records of the papers and documents connected with
the private land claims, which, at sundry periods,
have been presented to, and acted on, by the Commissioner, or the Registers and Receivers acting as
Commissioners, on privnte land claims for the district
east of the island of New Orleans, and west of Pearl
river, in the State of Louisiana
For pay and mileage of the members of the Senate for
the extra session to commence on the fourth day of
March instant
For stationery, fuel, printing, and all other contingent
.expenses of the Senate for the extra session to commence on the fourth day of March instant },or the expenses of the distribution in boxes, and by
the ordinary modes of transportation, of the compilation of the State Papers, printed by Gales & Seaton,
as directed by the joint resolution of the tenth day of
July, one thonsand ejght. hundred and thirty-two, to
the several States, "rerritories, Colleges, and Athenamms of the United States
For the purchase of nineteen copies of the American
State Papers, printed by Gales & Seaton, pursuant to
the resolution of the Senate of the first day of March
instant
For two hundred and forty-four copies of the Debates
of the first Congress, and of the Register of Debates
to th."' t nu of t'tle prese11t Congress, as published by
'Galt s & Seaton, to be distributed to the members of
the present House For compensation to the commissioner, secretary, and
clerk, nnd the contingent expenses of the commission
_under the convention with Spain
To authorize tha President of the United States to procure new dies to renew the medal directed to be made
'in honor of Brigadier General Daniel Morgan, by

8,000
8,000
400

2,000
13,875
5,000

1,500

15,500
8,200
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the act of the second day of July, one thousand eight
hundred and thirty-six, in case the original dies for
the said ~edal cannot be found
For improving the crypt of the eapitol, by closing the
openings on the east- front with sash doors, nufking
double doors to the outer entrances, and repairing
furnaces
For making the post-office, documents, folding, acd
library rooms of the House of Representnti ves, fireproof
'
To complete the enclosing tfie g~trden and grounds of .
the naval magazine and tnarine hospital
For conducting water along the Pennsylvania Avenue
from the pipes at the capitol to the Treasury and
General Post Office buildings, with the necessary fire
plugs to water the avet\ue
For the purchase of a fi'r~ engine, ap~ratus, and enginehouse for the War .and Navy Departments For the purcha8e of a :fire engine and apparatus for the.
Treasury building, and the enlar~emeut of the enginehouse
For paying William P. Elliot for drawings of the
TreMury building and Patent Office
Fo constructing a dwarf wall and fence fl'Om the south:west corner of the Presid.ent's house, to intersect' the
new fence near the north corner of the Navy Department
For _the support of the penitentiary for the District of
Columbia, for the year eighteen hundred and thirty·
seven; for pay of officers and agents; for repairs to
buildings; for purchMe of raw materials; for rations,
clothir~g, beds, and bedding of prisoners; for purchase
of fuel ; for purebnse of hospital stores and niedicines;
for purchase of books lind stationery; for purchase of
horse feed ; for allowance to discharged onvicts, and
for other contingent expenses
•For the erection of a plain, substantial fence around the
burying ground at Fort Gibson, in the State of Arkansas
- For surveys of the public lands in the district composed
of the States of Illinois and Missouri, in addition to
the apPropriation hereinl>efore made for the surveys-of
the public lands
For the compensation of additional cletks and a topographer to be employed in the Post Office Department
For the compensation of additional clerks to be employed ii1 the office of the Auditor of the Tren.sury for the
Post Office Department
For law books for the library of Congress, to be expended in tlie purchase of such books, a catalogue of which
shall be furnished by the Ohief Justice of the UnitEd
States
I
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$1,000

1,150
3,150
100

10,000
7,225
5,525
300

1,300

12,505 39
500

36,000
10,200
6,000

5,000
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That the clerks in the Departments of State, Treasury,
Navy, and War, and of the two Houses of Congress,
and the librarians of Congress, whose salaries are less
than two thousand dollars, shall, in addition thereto, be
allowed the following increase of annual compensation,
from the first day of January lallt, to the end of the next
session of Congress, viz: St1ch of said clerks whose annual compensation does not exceed one thousand dollars, an addition of twenty per cent. thereto; such of
said clerks whose annual compensation exceeds one
thousand dollars, an addition of ten per cent. thereto ;
and twenty per cent. in audition to the salaries of
messengers and assistant messengers employed in the
respective offieP.s, and the library of Congrass: the
amount'of increase of compensation provided for in
this section to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otlterwise appropriated.

$8,782,891 43

==============:I:
H. R. 755.

I!'or the support of tlte army for tlu year one thousand eight hundred anrl
tltirty·seven.
For the pay of the army
For the snbsistenee of officers For foraae of officers' horses 0
•
For clothing
for
offi cers' servants
For payments in lien of clothing to 'discharged soldiers
Por subsistence, exclusive of that of officers, including
the snm of three huudred and five thousand three
hundred and seventy-two dollars, for the subsistence
of the volunteers and militia called out for preventing
or suppressing Indian hostilities
..
For clothing of the army, camp and garrison equipage,
cooking utensils, and hospital furniture
For the medical and hospital department
For the regular supplies furnished by the Quartermaster's Department, consisting of fuel: fora~e, straw, sta...
tionery, and priming
,
For barracks, quarters, store-houses, embracing the repairs and enlargement of barracks, quarters, storehouses, and hospitals, at the several posts ; the erection of temporary cantrmments at such posts as shall
be oecupied during the year, and of gun-houses for
the protection of ·the cannon at the forts on the seaboard; the purchase of the necessary tools and materials fin· the objectJ wanted, and of the authorized furnitare for the barrack-rooms; rent of quarters for
officers; of barracks for troops at posts where there

$1,090,113
332,638
70,987
26,550

30,000

913,445
206,940

38,500
208,000
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are no public buildings for their accommodation ; of
store-houses for the safe-keeping of subsistence, cloth·
ing, &c. ; and of grounds for summer cantonments,
encampments, and military practice .
For the allowance made to officers for the transporta·
tion of their baggage, when travelling on duty without troops
l''or the transportation of troops and supplies, viz :
Transportation of the army, including the baggage of
troops when moving either by land or water ; freight
and ferriages; purchase or hire of horses, mules, oxen,
carts, wagons, and boats, for the purpose of transportation or for the use of garrison ; drayage and
cartage at the several posts ; hire of teamsters ; transportation of funds for the pay departmeut ; expense
of sailing a public transport between the posts on the
Gulf of Mexico, and of procuring water at such posts
as, from their situation, require it ; the transportation
of clothing from the depot at Philadelphia to the stations of the troops ; of subsistence from the places of
purchase, and the points of delivery under contracts,
to such places as the circumstances of the service may
require it to be sent; of ordnance from the foundries
and arsenals to the fortifications and frontier posts,
and of lead from the western mines to the several
arsenals
For the incidental expenses of the Quartermaster's Department, consisting of postage on pnblic letters and
packets ; expenses of courts-martial and courts of inquiry, including the compensation of judge advocates, members, and witnesses ; extra pay to soldiers,
under an act of Congress of the second of March,
eighteen hundred and nineteen i expenses of expresses
from the frontier posts ; of the necessary articles for
the interment of non-commissioned officers and soldiers ; hire of laborers ; compensation to clerks in the
offices of quartermasters and assistant quartermasters,
at posts where their duties cannot be performed without such aid, and to temporary agents in charge of
dismantled works, and in the performance of other
duties; purchase of horses to mount the second regiment of dragoons, and expenditures necessary to keep
the two regiments of dragoons complete, including
the purchase of horses to supply the place of those
which may be lost and become unfit for service·, and
the erection of additional stables
For contingencies of the armyFor two mouths' extra pay to re-enlisted soldiers, and
for the contingent expenses of the reeruiting service
For arrearages prior to the first of July7 one thousand
eight hundred and tifteen; payable .through the ofilce
of the Third Auditor
For the national armories
2

$95,000
50,001

177,000

192,000
3,000
34,362
1,000
~?OJOO~
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For the armament of the fortifications For the current expenses of the ordnance service
For arsenals For the purchase of percussion cannon locks For the manufacture of elevating machines for barbette
and casemate carriages
For the manufacture of sponges for field and battery
cannon
For the rifle £1.ctory at the Harper's Ferry armory
For completing the barracks at Baton Rouge, being an
amount expended out of the general appropriation for
the Quartermaster's department, and to enable the
accounting officers to close the accounts
For completing the wharf at Fort Monroe, Virginia
For constructing a river wall, making the embankment
to the sa~e, arching, stone-walling, and repairing the
embankment of the new canal, and for completing the
tilt-hammer shop at Harper'~ Ferry, Virginia
For a magazine at the aisenal at Baton Rouge, Louisiana
For the purchase of land, building a brick warehouse
and wharf, and making a turnpike road to the river
at the arsenal at Mount Vernon, Alabama, in addition
to former appropriations for these objects
For enlarging the site at the arsenal at Frankford, Pennsylvania
'
For a blacksmith's shop, a reservoir, and a gun-carriage
house, at Watertown, Massachusetts
. For the purchase of ten thousand copper rifle flasks
For the pay, travelling, clothing for six months, and
other legal expenses of the Tennessee volunteers,
mustered into the service of the United States under
the requisition of General Gaines, under date of April
eight, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six, and
the proclamation of Gov·ernor Cannon of twentyeighth of the same month, and approved by the Secre'tary of War on the ninth of May, by direction of the
President of the United States, one hundred thousand
dollars : Provided, That such of said volunteers as
volunteered under the proclamation of Governor Cannon of the sixth of June or t\ventieth of July, one
thousand eight hundred and thirty-six, and were
mustered into the service of the United States, and
are entitled to clothing under the act of May twentythird, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six,
shall not be paid for clothing out of the aforesaid
appropriations
For pay, travelfing, clothing, and other legal expenses
of the Tennessee volm~teers, mustered into the service
of the United States, under the order of the Secretary
o£ War, of May twenty-fifth, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-si::~, aud Governor Cannon's procla- _

$200,000
123,975
373,429
15,000
8,250
1,960
8,569

. 23,969 OS
500

53,743
5,000,

6,600
1,000
23,100
17,000

100,000
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I

' mation· of June sixth, one thous~nd eight hundred
and thirty-six
For pay, tra veiling, clothing, and other legal expenses
of the Tennessee volunteers, mustered into the service
of the United States under General Gaines's requisition,
under date of June twenty--eight, one thousand eight
hundred und thirty-six, and Governor Cannon's proclamation of July twentieth, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six F.,or the liabilities incurred by Governor Cannon in
raising money, so far as said money has been properly
expended in the service of the United States on account of the aforesaid volunteers
For pay due the Executive staff of the Governor of Tennessee, while actually engaged in obtaining, organizing, mustering, or marching volunteers, c.luring the
year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six, to
the place of their rendezvous, or making returns of
said volunteers
The Secretary of War be, and he hereby _is, directed to
cause to be paid to the volunteers and militia of Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi, including the companies in Mississippi, mustered into the ·
,service, who were duly called into service, and whose
service was accepted by the Executives of the States,
respectively, during the summer of the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six, under requisitions
from the Secretary of War: or from generals commandingthe troops of the United States, and who were discharged before marching, the amount of one month's
pay, with all the allowances to which they would have
been entitled, if they had been in actual service during
the period of one month; and that the same be paid
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
For paying the Rifle Rangers, Coosada Volunteers, a!1d
the Independence Blues, under the command of MaJor
. Holt, and for tbe payment of Major Holt and batallion
staff, or so much of said snm as may be necessary for
those purposes
For armiug and equipping the militia of the United
States, in addi tiOl'l to the appropriations heretofore
made for that purpose
For paying the claims of the State of Conn ecticut for
the services of her militia during tne late we:lr, to be
audited and settled by tl1e proper accountii1~~: officers
of th0 Treas uy, under the snpcrintcndcnce of the
Secretary of War, in the following cases: first, where
the militia of the said State were called out to repel
actual invasion, or under a well-foundlild apprehension
of invasion, provided tbeir numbers were not in undue proportion to the exigency; secondly, where they

19
$95,000

35,310

13,500

3,000

11,650
100,000
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were called out by the authority of the State, and afterwards recognised by the Federal Government; and,
thirdly, where they were called out by, and served
under, the requisition of the President of the United
States, or 6f any officer thereof
To pay all the claims of North Carolina for the services
of her militirt during the late war with Great Britain,
in the cases enumerated in the act approved the
thirty-first May, eighteen hundred and thirty, entitled
"An act to authorize the payment of the claims of the
State of Massachusetts for certain services of her militia during the late war," and also the claims of said
State for disbursements in the purchase of munitions
or other supplies on account of the war, and expended

$100,000

30,000

ther~in

$5,180,090 05

H. R. 801.
:f'or tlte support of the Military Academy of the United States for the
year eighteen hundred and thirty-seven.

For pay of the officers, cadets, and musicians For subsistence of officers and cadets For forage of officers' horses For clothing of officers' servants
For defraying the expenses of the board of visiters at
·west Point For fuel, stationery, printin2', transportation, and postage
FOl' repairs, improvements, and expenses of buildings,
grounds, roads, wharves, boats, and fences - ,
For pay of adjutant's and quartermaster's clerks
For philosophical apparatus, and repairs of the same For models for the department of engineering 'For models for the drawing department, apparatus and
contingencies of the department of chemistry, and instruments and repairs for the mathematical department
For incitlental expenses of the department of artillery For increase and expenses of the library
-For miscdlaneous items and incidental expenses
For completing the chapel
For the erection of a suitable building to contain the public stores
For the. preparation of a yard,. and construction of per..
manent shops suitable for carpenters, painferf;, blacksmiths, &G., and for the safe-keeping of implements
and materials
_
_
'For the erection; as per plan, of a building for recitation
and military exercises, in addition to amount heretofore appropriated

$56,012
39,566
1,152
330
2,007 84
8,000
10,178 25
950

300
300

850
300

600
1,777 50
1,253 35
1,500

8,000
30,000'
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For the erection of new barracks for the Military Academy department, to consist of eight buildings, at five
hundred dollars each
For grading the grounds about the exercise hall, ;;tnd removing temporary buildings
For compensation to the assistant professor of chemistry,
mineralogy, and geology at the J\llilitary Academy,
between the first of September, one thousand eight
hundred and thirty-seven, and the first of September,
one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, at twenty-five dollars per month
For a drawing-r0om for the professor of drawing

21

$4,000
350

300
800
$168,526 94
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For tlte naval service, for the year one thousand eight hundred and thirtyseven.
!<,or pay of commissioned, warrant, and petty officers,
and of seamen
To enable tlu~ President, provided he should deem it
necessary, to offer a bounty for the purpose of promoting the enlistment of seamen
For pay of superintendents, naval constructors, and all
the ci vii establishments at the several yards For provisions
For repairs of vessels in ordinary, and the repairs and
wear and tear of vessels in commission .
For medicines and surgical instruments, hospital stores,
and other expenses on account of the sick For improvements and n~cessary repairs of the navy
yard at Portsmouth, New Hampshire
For improvement and necessary repairs of the navy
yard at Charlestown, Massachusetts
For improvement and necessary repairs of the navy
yard at Brooklyn, New York
For improvement and necessary repairs of the navy
yard at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania For improvement and necessary repairs of the navy
yard at Washington
For improvement and necessary repairs of the navy
yard at Gosport, Virginia
For improvement and necessary repairs of the navy
yard near Pensacola
For ordnance and ordnance stores
For defraying the expenses that may accrue for the fol. lowing purposes, viz : for the freight and transportation of materials and stores of every description ; for
wharfage and doclmge; storage and rent; travelling
expenses of officers, and transportation of seamen;

$2,454,686
72,000
69,470
762,865
1,250,000
39,000
47,700
124,000'
62,500
34,850
52,850
140,500
78,000
72,000
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'house rent for pursers when attached to yards and
stations where no house is provided ; for iimeral expenses; for commissions, clerk hire, office rent, stationery, aud fuel, to navy agents; for premiums and
incidental expenses of recruiting ; for apprehending
deserters; for compensation to judge advocates; for
per diem allowance to persons attending courts martial and courts of inquiry ; for printing and stationery
of every description, and for working the lithographic
press, and for books, maps, charts, mathematical and
nautical instruments, chronometers, models, and drawings; for the purchase and repair of fire engines and
machinery, and for the repair of steam engines ; for
the purchase and maintenance of oxen and horses-,
and for carts, timber-wheels, and workmen's tools of
every description; for postage of letters on public
service ; for pilotage and towing ships of war ; for
cabin furniture of vessels in commission ; taxes and
assessments on public property ; for assist(l;nce rendered to vessels in distress; for incidental labor at
navy yards, not applicable to any other appropriation;
for coal and other fuel, and for candles and oil ; for
repairs of magazines or powder-houses ; for preparing
moulds for ships to be built; and for no other pu:Epose what ever
For contingent expenses for objects not hereinbefore ·
enumerated For pay of the officers, non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates, and subsistence of the officers
of the marine corps ' For the provisions for the non-commissioned officers,
- · musicians, and privates serving on shore, servants
and washerwomen
For clothing ·For fuel
For keeping the present barracl\s in repair until new
ones can be erected, ami for the repairs of barracks
at head-quarters, and Portsmouth, New Hampshire For the transportation of officers, non-commis:5ioned
officers, musicians, and privates, and expenses of recruiting
For medicines, hospital stores, surgical instruments, and
pay of matron
For contingent expenses of said corps, freight, ferriage,
toll, wharfage, and cartage, per diem allowance for
attending courts of inquiry, compensation to judge
advocates, house rent where·there are no public quarters assigned, incidental labor in the quartermaster's
department, expenses of burying deceased ' persons
belonging to the marine corps, printing, statiDnery,
forage, postoge on public letters, expenses in pursuing
de&erters, candles and oil for the different station£,

$337,600
3,000
163,019 60
33,428 80
38,655
14,-589
10,000
6,000
4,139 29
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I
straw for the men, barrack furniture, bed sacks, spades,
axes, shovels, picks, and carpenters' tools
For military stores, pay of armorers, keeping ar·ms in
repair, drums, fifes, flags, accoutrements, and ordnance
stores
For building and equipping two sloops of war, from
frame already provided under former appropriations
For six vessels of war of not less than ten nor more
than eighteen guns, in addition to any materials on
hand
For launching and securing the ship of the line Pennsylvania
For erecting and furnishing a new hospital building,
and for a dwelling for an assistant 5lurgeon; for the
repairs of the present building, and for all expenses
upon their depend~ncies near Pensacola
For erecting a sea-wall to protect the shore, for enclosing
the hospital grounds, for completing the basement of
south wing, for repairing damages sustained from a
recent gale, and for all other expenses upon the dependencies of the hospital near Norfolk .
For graduating and enclosing the grounds about the
naval asylum near Philadelphia, and for all other
expenses upon the building and its dependencies
Towards an extension of the hospital building near
Brooklyn, New York, for enclosing the grounds, and
for all other expenses upon its dependencies For the completion of the present hospital building near
Boston, and for all expenses upon its dependencies For the repair of the enclosure, and for the sea-wall of the
magazine upon Ellis's island, in the harbor of New
York
For the completion of the enclosure of the magazine
near Boston, the wharf, and other dependencies
For the purchase of that portion of land, belonging to
the town of Portsmouth, Virginia, enclosed -by ~he
walls of the navy yard at Gosport
For defraying additional expenses that may be incurred
in making an examination and survey of the harbors
of Beaufort and 'Vilmington, in North Carolina, with
a view to determine the respective facilities and advantages for the establishment of a navy yard
For the survey of May river from Tybee bar to the
Hunting islands
· For payment to Thomas J. Harris of his ptoportion of
tl.le sum of two thousand dollars, appropriated by
Congress for the capture of a piratical felucca in
eighteen hundred and twenty-three To defray the expenf::e of examining the shoal of George's
Bank, for the purpose of determining upon the practicability of erecting a light-house upon the same (in
aid of the general appropriation for the navy)
-

2,000
280,000
400,000

too.ooo
47,500

18,000
10,460
66,000
1,350
1,250
2,750

4,779

1,500
1,500

29 1&.
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following sums, being the unexpended balances of
former appropriations, which have been carried to the
account of the surplus fund, are hereby reappropriated, viz:
For carrying into effect the acts for the suppression of
the slave trade, including their support in the United
States, and for a term no--t exceeding six months after
their arrival in Africa, of all persons removed from
the United States under the said acts
For payment of prize money to the officers and crew of
the late private armed brig General Armstrong, and
the legal representatives of such as may be dead
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to distribute the residue of the prize-money heretofore deposited
in the Treasury, belonging to the crews of the menof-war Bon Homme Richard and Alliance, commanded by Captain John Paul Jones, in the revolutionary
war, among the several persons entitled thereto, and
to pay them the sums respectively due, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.

$11,413 57
2,000

$6,844,362 35

------

H. R. 757.

For the current expenses of the Indian Department, and for fulfilling
treaty stipulations with the various Indian tribes, for the year eighteen
hundred and thirty-seven.
For the pay of the Superintendent of Indian Affairs at St.
Louis, and the several Indian agents, as provided by
the act of June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and thirtyfo}.lr For the pay of sub-agents, authorized by the same act For the pay of interpreters, as authorized by the same
act ~,or presents to Indians, authorized by the same act
For the purchase of provisions for Indians at the distribution of annuities, while on visits of business with
the superintendents and agents, and when assembled
on public business - .
For the necessary buildings required at the several
agencies, and repairs thereof
For postages, rents, stationery: fuel for offices, and other
contingencies of the Indian Department
For the salary of one clerk in the office of the Governor of Wisconsin Territory, who is ex officio Superintendent of Indian Affairs For the salary of one clerk in the office of the acting
superintendent of the Western Territory
For the Six Nations of New York
For the Senecas of New York

$12000
10,000
8,700
5,000

11,800
2,000
7,000:
800
1,000
4,500
6,000
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For the Ottawas
For the W yandots
For the Wyandots, Munsees, and Delawares For the Christian Indians
For the Miamies
For the Eel rivers
For the Pottawatamies
For the Pottawatamies of Huron
For the Pottawatamies of the Prairie
For the Pottawatamies of the \V abash
For the Pottawatamies of Indiana
For the Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pottawatamies
Por the Winnebagoes For the Menomonies For the Chippewas
For the Chippewas, Menomonies, Winnebagoes, and
New York Indians For the Sioux of Mississippi
For the Y ancton and San tie bands of Sioux For the Omahas
For the Sacs of Missouri
For the Sacs For the Foxes For the Ioways
For the Sacs and Foxes
For the Sacs: Foxes, and loways
For the Ottoes and Missourias For the Kanzas
For the Osages
For the Kickapoos
For the Kaskaskias and Peorias
For the Kaskaskias, Peorias, W eas, and Piankeshaws For the Piankeshaws For the Weas
For the Delawares
For the Shawnees
For the Shawnees and Delawares
For the Shawnees and Senecas of LewistownFor the Senecas of Lewistown
For the Choctaws
For the Chickasaws For the Creeks
For the Quapaws
For the Florida Indians
For the Pawnees
For the Cherokees, west
For the Ottawas and Chippewas
· For the Caddoes
For transportation and incidental expenses
For removal and subsistence of the Creeks, and purchase of articles according to the treaty of the twenfourth March, eighteen hundred and thirty-two, for

-·
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$4,300
6,840
1,000
400
30,110
1,100
20,800
400
16,000
20,000
17,000.
34.290
37;785
13.92{}
6:740
1,500
3,640
4,340
3,940
1,640
3,000
3,000
5,L40
23,920
3,000
5,640
6,040
11,040
fl,50()
3,000
940
1,300
3,000
10,240
6,940
500
1,940
2.540
54:820
6,000
47,860
4,540
9,610
12,000
6,960
60,830
10,000
29,500
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the subsistence of the families of the warriors in the
service of the United States, and for the expenses attending the sales of Creek reservations, and investigating the frauds committed on these Indians: and
the causes of their hostility For the removal and subsistence of the Seminoles
- For the removal and subsistence of the Ottawas of the
Maumee
For the removal and subsistence of the Potta watamjes
of Indiana, and for locating reservations, and incidental expenses under the treaty with the Pottawatamies
of St. Joseph, of the twentieth September, eighteen
hundred and twenty-eight For the removal and subsistence of the Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pottawatamies, under the treaty of twenty-sixth September, eighteen hundred and thirty-three,
and for locating reservations, and incidental expenses
under the treaty with the same, of ihe twenty-ninth
July, eighteen hundred and twenty-nine
For locating reservations, and incidental expenses under
the treaty with the Winnebagoes of the first of August, eighteen hundred and twenty-nine
For ·carrying into effect the treaty with the Sioux and
other tribes of the fifteenth of July, eighteen hundred
and thirty, so far as it relates to the Sioux half-breeds,
and for compensation to a blacksmith under the act
of the thirtieth June, eighteen hundred and thirtyfour
..
For the Omahas, loways, Ottoes, and Y ancton and
Santie Sioux, under the tenth article of the treaty of
the fifteenth of July, eighteen hundred and thirty, in
relation to half-breeds of these tribes
For the various expenses growing out of the location
and sale of Choctaw reservations, and perfecting titles to the same, and for additional compensation to
blacksmiths, as provided for by the ninth section of
the act of June thirty, eighteen hundred and thirtyfuur
For carrying into effect the fifth and sixth sections of
the treaty with th~ Osages of June secend, eighteen
hundred and twenty-five, relative to reservations for
half-breeds and for schools For carrying into effect the sixth article of the treaty
with the Kanzas of the third flf June, eighteen hundred and twenty-five, in relation to reservations for
half-breeds For carrying into effect the supplementary article of the
treaty with the Delawares of the third of December,
eighteen hundred and eighteen, in relation to reservations for schools For the erection ef a horse-mill, as stipulated in the
fifth article of the treaty with the Ottoes and Missou-

$701,676
140,000
13,000

90,50

132,000
1,000

1,000

8,860

500

500
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ri_as of the twenty-first of September, eighteen hun- ,
dred and thirty-three, in addition to a former ' appropriation
For additional compensation to blacksmiths for the Cherokees, a~ provided for in the ninth section of the act
of June thirty, eighteen hundred and thirty-four
For additional compensation to a blacksm~th for the '
Menomollies, as provided for by the ninth section of
the act of June thirty, eighteen hundred and thirtyfuur
For additional compensation to blacksmiths for the Senecas and Shawnees, as provided for by the ninth
section of the act of June thirty, eighteen hundred
and thirty-four
For agricultural assistance for the Sacs and Foxes, in
addition to the amount heretofore allowed, and to
which they are entitled by an equitable construction .
of the treaties of the fourth of August, eighteen hundred and twenty-four, and the fifteenth of July, eighteen hundred and thirty
For the purpose of supplying a deficiency in the sum
applicable to the payment of annuities for eighteen
hundred and thirty six, caused by the retention, as
commissions on disbursement, by Lieutenant N. J.
Eaton, United States army, of this amount
For payment of balance due Andrew S. Hughes and
Jonathan L. Bean, in compliance with an arrangement made with them, February fourteenth, eighteen
hundred and thirty-two, by the Superintendent of
Indian Affairs at St. Louis, in pursuance to instructions from the War Department
For the payment to Charles Rodgers the appraised value
of a distillery built by him prior to the act of eighteen
hundred and thirty-four, and afterwards destroyed
by order of the Indian agents, and for which he was
promised indemnity
-'
For the purpose of paying the expenses of two Fox
chiefs and their attendants, in coming to the city of
Washington, on necessary busin.ess, and returning to
their nation
For the purpose of enabling the Secretary of War to
pay a subscription made in eighteen hundred and
thirty, for the Indian Department, of fifty copies of the
History of the Indian Tribes of North America, with
biographical sketches, to be composed of (say) twenty
numbers each
For the purpose of fulfilling the stipulation in the twentieth article of the treaty with the Choctaws, of the
twenty-seventh September, eighteen hundred and
thirty, providing for the education of forty Choctaw
youths, in addition to the sum heretofore provided For holding treaties with the various tribes of Indians
1

27
$900
480

120

240

740

2,789

1,600

1,692

1,500 .

3,000

2,000
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east of the Mississippi river, for the cession of ·lands
held by them, respectively, and for their removal west
of the Mississippi river
For the purpose of defraying the expt:nses of Eleazer
Williams, in coming from Green Bay and returning
home, on business relative to the Oneida Indians
For carrying into effect the treaty with the Menomonies,
of the third September, eighteen hundred and thirty-six
For carrying into effect the treaties with the Pottawatamies of the fifth of August, twentieth, twenty-.second,
and twenty-third September, eighteen hundred and
thirty-six, and eleventh February, eighteen hundred
and thirty-seven
For <;arrying into effect the treaty with the Ioways of
the seventeenth September, eighteen hundred and
thirty-six
For carrying into efl'cct the treaties with the Sacs and
Foxes of the seventeenth, twenty-seventh, and twenty-eighth September, eighteen hundred and thirty-six
For carrying into effect the treaty with the Ottoes and
Missourias of the fifteenth October, eighteen hundred
and thirty-six
}.,or carrying into effect the treaty with the Omahas of
the fifteenth October, eigl1teen hundred and thirtysix
For carrying into effect the treaties with the Sioux of
the tenth September, fifteenth October, and thirtieth
November, eighteen hundred and thirty-six For pay of four additional sub-agents For defraying the expenses of a more particular examination of the vacant Indian country southwest of the
Missouri river, with a view to ascertain its adaptation,
in_ quality and extent, to the accommodation of the
tnbes yet to be removed
}.,or holding treaties with the Sioux Indians to extinguish their title to that part of their lands lying ea~t
of the Mississippi river
For expenses of a deputation of the New York Indians
to visit the country west of the Mississippi, with a
view to the selection of a permanent residence
For the expenses of a deputation of the Chippewas of
Saginaw, for the same Qbject
For defraying the expenses of Hendrick, a Stockbridge
Indian, and of two Ioway chiefs, and their attendants,
who have visited the seat of Government on business
during the present winter
For defraying the expenses of a treaty with the "\Vyandot Indians of Upper Sandusky, in the State of Ohio
For holding treaties with the various tribes east of the
Mississippi river, for the cession of lands held by them
respectively, and for their removal west of said river ;
a.nd with the Sioux, for the cession of their country

$10,000
500
288,540

73,423
65,590
138,240
3,000
2,470
1,950
3,000

3,000
5,000
8,000
2,000

1,000
l,OQG
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lying east of the same river; and for defraying the expenses of a more particular examinatien of the vacant
lands west of the Mississippi, with a view to ascertain whether it be sufficient to accommodate the tribes
remaining east of said river
To enable the President of the United States, by
suitable agents, to inquire what depredations were
committed by the Seminole and Creek Indians on the
property of the citizens of Florida, Georgia, and Alabama, immediately before the commencement of actual
hostilities on the part of said respective tribes of Indians ; what amount of depredations were committed
during the pendency of said hostilities; what portion
of the Creek tribe were engaged in such hostilities, and
what depredations have been committed by a remnant
of said tribe supposed to be friendly, and a part of
whom were actually employed against the Seminoles,
since the removal of the main body of them west of
the Mississippi ; and that the President report the information so acquired to Congress at its next session
The president may, and is hereby, authorized to appoint, by and with the consent of the Senate, three
additional Indian ag-ents-one for the Creek, one for
the Cherokee tribe of Indians, and one for the tribes
on the Upper Missouri, who shall execute the same
duties, possess the sarrie powers, and receive the same
pay and emoluments, as those now authorized by law
execute, possess, and receive; and that the salaries ef
said agents be paid out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated -

s.
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$17,000

5,000

12,500

139.

Commission the for adjustment of claims to reservations
o( land under the 14th ,article of the treaty of 1830
with the Choctaw Indians •
-

12,500

$2,382,770

======.-:-:::=___---:.==::::::.

H. R. 752.
For the suppression of Indian hostilities

$2,000,009

H.R. 922.
For the suppression of Indian hostilities

•

2,000,000

H. R. 753 .

For the payment of tlte revolutionary and ot!ter pensioners of the UnitC'tl
States, for the year one thousand eigltt hundred and thirty-seven.

For the revolutionary pensioners, under the scveralncts,
other than those of the fifteenth of May, one thousand
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eight hundred and twenty_-eight; the seventh of June,
one thousand eight hundred and thirty-two ; and the
fourth of July, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six
For the invalid pensioners, under various laws
For pensions to widows and orphans, under the act of
the fourth of July, one thousand eight hundred and
thirty-six
For pensions to widows and orphans, payable through
'"' the office of the Third Auditor

$712,560
325,376
552,000

4,000
$1,593,936

H. R. 792.

For cot~tinuing the construction, and repair of certain roads, and fw
other purposes, durin~ the year eighteen hundred anf], thirty-seven.
For the purpose of continuing the Cumberland road in
the State of Ohio
For the purpose of continuing the Cumberland road in ,
the State of Indiana
For the pUl'pose of continuing the Cumberland road in
tbe State of Illinois •
For repairs of the Cumberland road east of the Ohio
river .
.
For continuing the construction of the road from the
northern boundary of the Territory of Florida, by
Mariana, to Appalachicola For defraying the expenses incidental to making examinations and surveys, under the act of the thirteenth
of April, eighteen hundred and twenty-four, and for
geological and mineralogical surveys and researches
in the Indian country, on the public lands, and in the
Territories of the United States
For surveys of a military character, and for the defences of the Atlantic and Western frontiers

$190,000
100,000
100,000
7,183

6~

20,313

30,000

15,000
$462,496 63

H. R. 895.
For certain harbors, and for the removal of obstructions in and at th~
mouths of certain rivers, and for other purposes, during the yem· one
thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor of Chicago, Illinois
· ·
For continuing the construction of a harbor at Michigan City, Indiana For continuing the construction of a pier or breakwater
at the mouth of the river St. Joseph, Michigan
·-

$40,000
30,000
15,000
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For the continuation of the works at the harbor near
the mouth of the river Raisin, Michtgan
For completing the channel of the Cocheco branch of
the Piscataqua river, in the State of New Hampshire
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at the
mouth of Black river, in Jefferson county, State of
New York For continuing the improvement of the harbor at Whitehall, in the State of New York
For continuing the improvement of the channel at the
mouth of Genesee river, in the State of New York For improving the harbor of Mobile, in the State of
A1abama, by removing the bar of the Choctaw pass
and Dog river bar
For continuing the removal of ob~tructions at Black
river, Ohio For continuing the :removal of obstructions at the mouth
of the Huron river, in Ohio .
For continuing the improveme 1t of the navigation at
the month of Vermillion river, Ohio
For continuing the imprqvement of Cleaveland harbor,
Ohio
For continuing the removal of obstructions at Cunningham creek, Ohio
~
For continuing the removal of obstructions at Ashtabula
creek, Ohio For continuing the removal of obstructions at Conneaut
creek, Ohio For continuing the improvement of the harbor of Presque
Isle, Pennsylvania , For continuing the improvement of Dunkirk harbor,
New York For contir~uing the improvement of the harbor of Portland, Lake Brie, New YorkFor continuing the improvement of the harbor at Cattaraugus creek, Lake Erie, New York
For continuing the improvement of the harbor of Salmon river,·Lake Ot1tario, New York
For continuing the improvement of the channel bet\veen
the North and Sonth Hero islands, Lake Champlain,
Vermont
For continuing the construction of a breakwater at
Plattsburg, New York
·
For continuing the improvement of the harhor at the
mouth of Oa-k Orchard creek, New 0rk
For continuing the pier at Kennebunk, Maine For continuing the imprmrement at Big Sodus ·bay,
New York - ·
·
For continuing the pier and mole at Oswc; o harbor,
New York ·
For placing buoys in the vicinity of the monument on
Steele's ledge, Maine, bein9 the unexpended balance

31
$30,000
,5,000
10,000
10,000
10,000·
50,000
6,410

2,565
20,000

10,000
5,000
8,000
5,000
15,00(}15,000

10,000
10,000

IO,OOO
6,000

10,00{)
5,000
3,000
12,000
15,000

I
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of the appropriation of the twenty-eighth of June,
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, for rebuilding the
monument on Steele's ledge For continuing the construction of a breakwater at
Burlington, Vermont
For continuing the breakwater on Stanford's ledge,
Portland harbor, Maine
For continuing the breakwater at Sandy bay, Massachusetts
For continuing the breakwater at Hyannis harbor,
Massachusc~tts
For continuing the improvement of the channel of the
river Thames, leading into Norwich harbor, Connecticut
For continuing the securing of the public works at the
harbor of Southport, Connecticut For improving the harbor of Westport, Connecticut
For continuing the improvement of the navigati<?n of
the Hudson river, above and below Albany, in
the State of New York
For continuing the repairs at the harbor of Chester,
Pennsylvania
For continuing the improvement of the harqor of Wilmin oton, Delaware For co~1tinuing the improvement gf the harbor of Newcastle, Delaware
For continuing the Delaw~r~ breakwater, and constructina a wharf or mole For ~ontinuing the improvement of the harbor of Balti~
more, Maryland
For continuing the removal of obstructions at Ocracoke
inlet, North Carolina
,For continuing the improvement of the navigation of
Cape .F ear river_, below Wilmington, North Carolina
For bpening a passage of fifty yards wide ;:t.nd seven
feet deep, at low water, between the town of Beaufort
and Pamlico sound, North Carolina; and for improving New river, in addition_to two sums of five thousand dollars each, appropriated at the last session of
Congress, for the harbor of Beaufort and for New river
For continuing the jm'provements of the inland channel
. between Saint Mary's and Saint John's: Florida
.For continuing the improvement of the Cumberland
river, in Kentucky and Tennes.see .:
For continuing the removal of obstructions in the Red
river
For continuing the improvem~nt of the Ohio river, between the falls and Pittsburg
For continuing the improvemt nt of the navigation of _
the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, from Louisville to
New Orleans
For continuing the works for the removal of the ob.

$466
10)000

25,000
20,000
5,000

20,000
1,000
3~734

100,000
2,000
8,000

10,000
141,000
15,000
12,050
10,000

20,000
5,000

55,000 65,000
60,000
60,000
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structions to the navigation of the Mississippi river at
its month
For continuing the improvements of the l\'Jississippi
river above the mouth of the Ohio, and of the Missouri river
F'or the erection of a pier in the .Mississippi river, near
Saint Louis, in addition to the sum of fifteen thou~and dollars appropriated for that purpose at the last
ses&ion of Cmtgress For continuing th~ works for the removal of the obstructions to the navigation of the Arkansas river For improving the navigation of the Ohio, Missouri, and
Mississippi rivers, and to replace the steam snag-boat
Archimedes, sunk in the Mississippi river in November last
For continuing the survey of Black and White rivers
in Arkansas and Missouri
For making- a survey from the southern debouche of
the Dismal Swamp canal, do\Vn the Pasquotank river
to Elizabeth, thence to Cro~tan sound, Pamlico anti
other sounds, near the coast of North Carolina; and
thence by the most practicable route to vVinyaw bay,
in South Carolina, with a. view to determine the
practicability of opening an inland communication
for steam navigation, from the Chesapeake bay to
Charleston, South Carolina For improving the harbor of :\few Brunswick, New
Jers~::y, by removing the obstructions in the Raritan
river, in addition to the appropriation of July four,
-. '
eighteen hundred and thirty-six
frhe Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed
to advance, out of any moneys in the Tmasury not
otherwise appropriated, to the Alexandria Canal
Company, from time to time, as the progress of the
work may require the Sttme, such sums of money, not
exceeding three hundred thousand dollars, as may be
necessary to complete the said canal to the town and
harbot of Alexandria
·
For a marine hospital in the city of New Orleans'
For the purchase of sites for mariue hospitals on the
western rivers and lakes
For a marine hospital at the city of Mobilt!
For sick and disahlcd seanH'n

40,000

35,000
25,000

23,000
1,000

10,000

6,963

300,000
70,000
15,000
10,000
150,000

$1,912,188
-- --·--·--·--
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s.

247.

,For buildi11g light-houses, light-boats, beacon-lights, buoys and dolphins
for the yea1· gne thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven.

,..

STATE OF MAINE.
For a bght-house to be erected on a proper site on Mark
island, in Harpswell sound - .
. For a light-house to be erected on a proper site on Mount
Desert island, at the entrance of Frenchman's bay For a liO'ht-house on Ram island, at the mouth of Damaris~otta river
For a fog-.bell on Seguin island,, at the entrance of Kennebec nver
For placing buoys on West Quoddy bay, and for substituting for the present fog-bell, at the entrance of
sflid passage, a cast-steel triangular bell, or a bell of the
usual form, but increased weight
For a light-hou~f· to be erected on a proper site at
Spoon isle, in Penobscot bay
For a light-house to be erected on .Saddl~back ledge, in
Penobscot bay
For a light-house to be erected on Eagle Island point,
in Penobscot bay
For a light-house to be erected at the mouth of Pleasant
riv-.:lr
For placing monuments on Fort Point led~e, Adams's
ledge: and Buck's ledge, in Penobscot river
For erecting a beacon-light on 1-lalf-tide ]edge, and two
buoys abcmt a mile and a half from the town of Snl, Iivan, in the county of Hancock
For the erection of a light-house on York nubble, in the
county of York
For a monument on Portersfield ledge, lying between
Owlshead and Goose river point, und a spindle on
another ledge lying near the Porters~eld ledge

$5,080
5,000
6,000
1,500

1,500
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

3,000
3;000
5,000.
2,600

STATE OF NE\V HAMPSHIRE.
For the erection of a pier on the east side of Whalesback light-honse, to secure it from the force of the
waves
- For placing buoys at the entrance of Spruce creek, on
the eastern edge of "Sunken rocks," and at the east
side of Amazeen ishmd
For placing- buoys on " Cod rock," near Fort point

3,00(}

5GO
400

STArrE OP MASS.\CIIUSIJTTS.
For two smalllight..honses, S11ould two be nceessarJ. on
,proper sites, at or near IpR ~ich harbor ·
' -

7,000
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Por a light-house, to be erected on a pr@per site at or
near Ned'~ point, contiguous to the village of Mattapoisett
For three small light-houses on Nauset beachl Cape
Cod, fifteen feet high
For the erection of buoys upon the rocks and ledges at
the entrance of the harbors of Lynn, Salem, Beverly,
Marblehead, and Manchester
For placing buoys on Aldridge ledge, False spit, Hunt's
ledge, Hospital Island ledge, Sculpion ledge, Governor's Island point, and ·Little Farm bar, in Boston
-·
harbor
i',or erecting a beacon at the mouth of New Bedford
harbor
J..,or two small beacon-lights on the north side of Nan·
tucket island
For placing a spindle in the harbor of Edgartown, and
buoys
For erecting a light-house at " 7 ing's neck
For buoys in the harbor of l\tlattapoisett
For buoys on Bay rock, the ledge on the shoal on the
west side of Taunton river, opposite Fall river
For buoys at a place called Egypt, in Taunton river
For a beacon en Muscle bed, and a beacon on Oyster
Bed point, in Mount Hope bay
.For a light-house on Mayo beach, in Wellfleet bay
·P or a uuoy at Deep Hole rock
4

_

..

-

_

;

STATE OF CONNECTICUT.
For rebuilding a light-house on a proper site on Lynde
point, at the mouth of Connecticut river
For placing buoys on Black Boy reef, Barney's reef,
~tony Point reef, and Wheeler's rock, in the harbor
of Killingworth
For a beacon already commenced at Round island, on
Saybrook bar
For placing buoys on the rocks in the harbor of Greenwich
' For placing buoys in Mystic harbor
For a sea-wall, to preserve the light-house and other
buildings, on Fainveather island

$5,000
10,000
2,500

500
2,000
500
200
.5,000

1QO
600
100
5,000
1,000

'300

5,009

360
1,500

300
100
5,000

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND.
For a light-house on Papoose Squaw point, a place near
to, but below, the port of Bristol
For placing a buoy and beacon on South White rock,
and a buoy on Charles's rock, near the harbor of
Wickford
For rebuilding and changing the location of the light
on Block island
For eight dolphins and two buoys, north ward of Field's
point, in Providence river

5,000
100
5,000
1,000

:16.
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STATE OF NEW YORK.

#

For a light-house on a proper site on Cumberland head,
Lake Champlain
· For the erection of a light-house on a proper site at Split
Rock point, Lake Champlain
For a revolving or double light upon the south side of
Execution rocks, opposite Sand's point, in Long Island sound For a light-house at Big Sandy creek, on Lake Ontario,
county of Jefferson For a light-house on Stony point. in the town of Henderson, in the county of Jefferson
For buoying out Gedney's channel
For a beacon-light at Silver Creek harbor, on Lake Erie
For a light-house on Flynn's knoll, near Sandy Hook For a light-boat off Sandy Hook
For placing a beacon on Romer's shoal, near Sandy
Hook
For the erection of a light-house.at Esopus ineadows, on
the west shore of the l"'udson river For pJacing a buoy on the wreck of a vessel sunk at
Tappan bay
For a light-hous~ on Cedar island, Sag. Harbor
For placing buoys in Sag Harbor
_
For , erecting a light-house at Rondout creek, on the
Hudson river
For erecting a beacon-light at Dunkirk harbor
For erecting a beacon-light at Van Buren harbor
For a floating light, to ~e stationed on or near the Middle Ground, so called, in Long Island sound, nearly
abreast Straitford point
}.,or a light-house on Robin's reef, in the harbor ofNew
York
l?or a light-house at Salmon River harbor

$5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
3,000
3.000
4:500

2oo:ooo2i,ooo
15,000
3,000
100
1,000
280
5,000
2,700
2,700
10,000
50,000
3,000

,S 'rATE OF NEW JERSEY.
For a light-house at the mouth of Cohansey creek
For the erection of a light-hot,Ise at or near Egg island,
near the ~ntrance of Maurice river For erecting a light-house near Absecum inlet, on the
sea-coast, in the State of New Jersey, to be so constructed as to he distinguished from the other lights
on the coast

5,000

5,000

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA.
t

For completing the beacon-light at the end of the pier
which forms the entrance into the harbor of Erie, on

Lake Erie •

674.
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STATE OF DELAWARE.
For a light-house on the lower or southern end of Reedy
island, in the Delaware bay For the erection of a light-house on the Brandywine
. hoal, in the Delaware bay, in addition to the sum
already appropriated, agreeably to the plan and estimate made by Hartman Bache, of the engineer corps For mooring buoys in the harbor of the Delaware
breakwater -

$10,000

15,000
2,000

STATE OF MARYLAND.
Por a light-house on a proper site on Sharp's island, in
the Chesapeake bay
Por placing buoys on the rivers Nanticoke, Manokin,
Annamessex, Pocamoke, and Wicomico, Hooper's and
Cajey's straits, and Tangier and Pocamoke sounds For erecting a light-house at Love point, in addition to
the sum heretofore apprepriated

5,00(}

2,500
1,000

STATE OF VIRGINIA.
For the erection of a light-house on the south end ot
Hog Island, on the Atlantic coast
,
For a light-boat on York River spit, or a light-house For removing: the light-hot'l.se at Old Point Comfort into
Fortress Monroe
Por a light-house in the Chesapeake For a light-house at Day's point, on James river
For a light-boat, or light-house, in the Potomac ,river
between 1\'lathias point, in Virginia, and Maryland
point, in the State of Maryland: provided, on inquiry,
the Secretary of the '"rreasury shall deem such light
necessary to the safe and uninterrupted navigation of
that section of the river Potomac
For a new light-boat in the Chesapeake bay For a light-house at the mouth of Potomac creek

5,000
10,000
6,000
8,000
5,000

10,000
8,000
5,000

STATB OF NORTH CAROLINA.
'F or a light-house off Powell's point, Albemarle soundFor rebuilding a light-house at Federal point Por a light-house on Pea island, near New inlet
For building a new light-boat at LGng shoal, in Pamlico
sound

5,000
5,000
6,000
10,000

STATE OP SOUTH CAROLINA.
For light-houses or light-boats in the inlets of Saint Helena ·and Port Royal
.
For the construction offive beacon-lights in Charleston
harbor, in addition to the appropriation of the last
session

20,000

38
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·sTATE OF GEORGIA.

Foi~l~~!fht-ho~se on th~ north ~nd ofL~ttle .Cu~berl.an~
For the erection of a light-house on the north end of
Jekyl island
:
:
· For the placing of buoys and beacons, to render the entrance to the harbor of Brunswick secure and easy at
all times
.,
For a light-house on Sapaelo island, and for placing
buoys and beacons at Doboy bar, and Sapaelo bar,
for the purpose of -rendering safe and secure an entrance at all times to the city ofl~arjen
:F or a floatiqg light to be anchored within Martin's Industry

~,8,000

8,000
10,000

5JOOO
10,000

STATE OF ALABAMA.
For placing buoys it'l the harbor· of Mobile
For the erection of a light-house on Sand island, opposite
Mobile point

600

10,000

STATE OF OHIO.
For a light-house on Turtle island, at the e•trance of
Maumee bay, in Lake Erie ,
For a beacon light on a proper site near the en.trance of
the harbor of Sandusky bay For a beacon-light at or near Manhattan
For additignal buoys to mark the channel at the mouth
of the Miami of Lake Erie, and across Maumee bay
For a light-house on the south side of Cunningham
1
island, in Lake Erie
-

8,000
2,500
3,000
200
3,000

STATB OF INDIANA.
For a light-house at City West harbor
To complete the light-house at Michigan City -

5,000
3,000

STATE OF LOUISIANA.

-

Ji'or n beacon-right at or near the southwest pass of Vermillion bay --.
For erecting a light-house at the pass between Lake
Pontchartrain and Lake Maurepas ' For erecting a light-house, and a house for the keeper, .
on St. Joseph's island, in Lake Borgne
For placing two buoys at Dauphin .Island pass, two buoys
at Pass Marianne, two buoys at Pass Christian, and
two buoys at Heron pass
For beacons and light-houses at the entrance of the harbor recently constructed on Lake Pontchartrain, at the
canal above New Orleans

5,000
6,006

12,000
1,500
25JOOO
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' For erecting a light-house on Lake Pontchartrain, at the
•
mouth of Bayou St. John 'For beacons and light-houses at Port Pontchartrain, in
addition to the sum heretofore appropriated
'

39
$10,000
20,000·

STATE OF MISSISSIPPI.
For the erection of a light-house at the mouth of Pearl
river, in addition to the sum heretofore appropriated -

5,000

MICHIGAN.
}4-..or a light-house on a proper site at the mouth of Grand
river
For a light-house at a proper site at the mouth of Detroit river
For a light-house on Windmill island, at the outlet of
Lake Saint Clair
For erecting a light-house at the month of Saginaw river
For erecting a light-house at W agooshance, or Fox
point, on the straits of Michilimackinac
For erecting a light-house at the mouth of Kalamazoo
river

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
I

5,00(}
5,000

TERRITORY OF FLORIDA.
l''or a light-house on the most suitable site at or near
the east entrance from the. Gulf of Mexico into Appalachicola bay, to be selected by the Secretary of the
Treasury
For a light-house at the entrance of St. Joseph's bay
For three buoys at the mouth of Saint John's river
For buoys to mark the channel from the eastern pass
into Appalachicola bay to the town of Appalachicola For a light-boat to be stationed at the northwest passage,
twelve miles from Key West
For buoys at the north west passage and harbor of Key
West
For a light-house on the north point of Amelia island For rebuilding and changing the location of the lighthouse at Mosquito inlet
For placing buoys on a rock in the outer harbor of Key
we~t

10,000
10,000
1,000
~,000

10,000
800
8,000
7,000 .
500

For securing the foundation of the light-house on Saud
Key, and for the attendance of a boat procured by the ,
late keeper For rebuilding the light-house at Cape Florida
For a light-house on Carysford reef -

1,620
10,000
20,000

WISCONSIN.
!<,or erecting a light-house at the mouth of Milwaukee
river

~,000
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For erecting a light-house at the mouth of the Manito wac
river
For a light-house at Chipewagan
For erecting a light-house at the entrance of Green bay
For erecting a light-house at Root river

$5,000
5,000
5,000

5,000
$921,694

===========
$11,685
- --- --

Private claims, specifically appropriated for
RECAPITULATION.

Civil and diplomatic expenses 1837
Army,
Military Academy, do.
Navy,
do.
Indian Department and treaties, 1837
Suppression of Indian hostilities
Revolutionary and other pensioners
Construction and repair of certain roads
Removal of obstructions in and at the mouths of certain
rivers, 1837 Light-houses, light-boats: beacon-lights, buoys, and dolphins, 1837 Private claims (specific)

$8,782,891
5,180,090
168,526
6,844,362
2,382, 770
4,000)000
1,593,936
462,4.96

4.3
05
94
35
00
00
00
63

1,912,188 00
921,964 00
11,685 00
$32,260,910 4.0
- --------··-

4.';tate·ment of the new offices cr1ated, and the salaries of each ; and also a
statement of the offices, the salaries of 'Which are intreased, and the
amount of such increase, duriug the last session of Congress, made in
pursuance of law.

Two associate justices of the Supreme Court of the United
States ; same compensation as other associate justices of the
Supreme Court of the United States.
Two temporary assistant commissioners of the Patent Office, to
determine upon the most judicious mode of obtaining duplicates of the models destroyed by fire on the 15th December,
1836- salarv not fixed .
Two additioml'l clerks in the Patent Office ; one at a salary of
$1,500, and the other at $800 per annum.
Three commissioners to adjust the claims. to re~ervations of
land under the Choctaw treaty of 1830, each, per annum
A clerk to said board of commissioners, at a salary, per annum, of
Three commissioners for determining and settling claio to

$3,000

1,500

[ Doe.

No~

189. ]

lots in certain towns in the Territory of Wisconsin, at $6 per
day when necessarily employed.
Three additional Indian agents, at the same compensation as
' other Indian agents.
A commissioner to run the southwestern boundary line of the
United States
A surveyor for the same object
•
•
•
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to employ a competent person to classify and arrange, translate when necessary, and make suitable records of the papers and documents
connected witlii the private land claims for the district east of
the island of New Orleans, and west of Pearl river, in the
State of LouisianQ Envoys extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary to Prussia, Austria, and Mexiao, outfits and salaries, each A diplomatic agent to Texas, outfit and salary
Secretaries of legation to Prussia, Austria, and Mexico, each A charge d'affaires to Naples, outfit and salary
Additional clerks, and a topographer in the Post Office Depart_meMt
Additional clerks in the office of the Auditor of the Treasury
for the Post Office Department
•

82,608
2,000
1

2,000
18,000
9,000

2,QOO

9,000
10,200

6,000

Officers, the salaries of 'Whorn have been -increased, and the amount of such
iHcrease per annum.

The Director of the Mint at Philadelphia
The treastiTer
do.
do.
The assayer
do.
do.
The melter and refiner
do.
The chief coiaer
do.
do.
'rhe engraver
do.
do.
Assistal)ts to receive, in lieu of former compensation, salaries
not to exceed, per annum
Clerks not to exceed The Surveyor General of ,Arkansas
The Recorder ef the General Land Office
The District Attorney of the State of Mississippi, for attending
the board of commissioners to adjust claims to reservations
of land under the Choctaw treaty of 1830, at the rate per
annum of '1 he Commissioner of Pensions
,
To those .clerks and messengers in the Departments of State,
Treasury, Navy; and \Var, and of the two Houses of Con-.
grcss, and the library of Congress, whose salaries do not ex.
ceed $1,000, an increase of 20 per cent.; and to those clerks
· in the same departments whoso salaries exceed $1,000, and
do not exceed $2,000; an increase of 10 per cent. 'l"his increase to continue until the end of the next session of Con<rress : and not to embrace the clerks and messengers in the
Post Office Department, the General Land Office, or the Patent Office.
4

$1,500
. 800
500
508
500

800
1.500

t'200
J

500
500

2,001
500

